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Chapter 1: Observations and Issues. Frames, nets, FOL and SL. Automating SMS. Semantics. Im- 
mediate goals. Relationship between SL and SMS. Language used to describe SMS. Chapter 2: Introduc- 
tion to SMS and SL. SMS as a formal system that employs sequences, signs and tokens. Use of SL in 
SMS. Description of SL. Formation rules. The expressive power of SL. Chapter 3: Addressing rhe Prob- 
lem of Imprecision. Preliminary remarks. Need for a many-valued approach. Qualified response. Multi- 
querying. Justification for use of a many-valued approach. Chapter 4: Inferencing in SMS. Preliminary 
remarks. Inferencing. The relation of identity. Normal forms. Ontological distinctions. Derivations. 
Modal and epistemic inferencing. Nonmonotonic reasoning. Expansions and causal formalisms. Using 
fuzzy set theory and probabilistic methods in SMS. Chapter 5: Ontological Considerations. Ontological 
realms. The realm of OW. The realm of FW. The realm of AW. The realm of SW. The realm of NW. 
The realm of UW. The realm of MW. Interaction between realms. Chapter 6: Philosophical Considera- 
tions. The many-valued approach. Is a theory of truth really necessary?. More on semantics. Effects of 
avoidance of the truth predicate. Chapter 7: SMS Compared and Contrasted with FOL. FOL. Variables. 
Constants. Predicates. Connectives and negation. Quantifiers. Functions. Conjugation. Assertions. 
Enhancement of capabilities of SMS through use of SL. Chapter 8: SIMS Metalunguage. Current descrip- 
tion. Notation for inclusion, entailment and other relations. The consistency relation. Suggestions for 
reading the metalanguage. Chapter 9: Tying Up Some Loose Ends. Unfinished matters. Signs, restric- 
tions and marking. More on assertions. Consistency specifications for realms. Chapter 10: Quantifica- 
tion, Instantiation and Event Individuation. Quantifiers in SL. Instantiation, generalization, unification 
and quantification. Sentential quantification and instantiation. Instantiation of concrete markers. Event 
and state individuation. Chapter 11: Correspondence and Inferencing. Preliminary remarks. WFSSs, 
WFSFs and their penumbras. lntrasentential inferencing. Intersentential inferencing. Querying and the 
process of proof. Many-valued approach appreciable at the atomic level. Maintaining consistency. Using 
the resolution principle. Implementing SMS theory. Chapter 12: SMS in Action. A session with SMS. 
System limitations. Future work and concluding remarks. 
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PART 1: BASICS. Chapter 1: Definitions and Nomenclature. Chapter 2: Passive RC and LRC Networks. 
The lowpass filter. The highpass filter. Compensated voltage divider. Passive RC bandpass filter. 
Wien-Robinson bridge. Parallel-T filter. Resonant circuit. Chapter 3: Diodes. Characteristics and rele- 
vant data. Zener diodes. Varactor diodes. Chapter 4: Bipolar Trunsistors. Characteristics and small- 
signal parameters. Transistor ratings. Common-emitter connection. Common-base connection. Com- 
mon-collector connection, emitter follower. Transistor as a constant current source. Darlington circuit. 
Differential amplifier. Measuring some transistor parameters. Transistor noise. Chapter 5: Field Effect 
Transistors. Classification. Characteristics and small-signal parameters. Ratings. Basic circuits. FETs as 
constant current sources. FET differential amplifier. FET as a controllable resistor. Chapter 6: Opto- 
electronic Components. Basic photometric terms. Photoconductive cell. Photodiode. Phototransistor. 
Light-emitting diodes. Optocouplers. Visual display. Chapter 7: Operational Amplifiers. Characteristics 
of an operational amplifier. Principle of negative feedback. Non-inverting amplifier. Inverting amplifier. 
